Outdoor Adventures
 Buttes hikes
(5-6hr, 5mi round trip)

or backpack overnight

 Grassland tours
(2-4hr round trip)

auto/hike/run/mtnbike

 Mountain Campfires
 Dinner parties
 Sweat lodges (secular)
in the Lair of the Dragon (Ault)
or at Fire on the Mtn hideouts
 Canoe sailing
local day sailing
weekend trips to Hattie
wilderness canoe sailing trips (~1week)

We help people get out on the landscape
Out of practice or no longer have the gear ?
Don’t know where to go ?
Keep intending to get out but just can’t get away ?
Got a loved one to treat with a Rocky Mountain outdoor adventure ?

We can help you make it happen
Full moon hikes, meteor shower bivouacs
Writer’s campouts, paint-outs, sunsets
Canoeing, sailing, mountain biking, trail running
Backcountry skiing, snowshoeing, winter camping

What is your fancy
Safari trips involve stretching yourself a bit
And always, a big dose of Vitamin O (Outside)

We’ll give you a trip to remember
Inscape on the landscape
begets a new inscape in the poet
which begets a new inscape in the reader
(Merrill Gilfillan, Burnt House to Paw Paw, chap 4)

Give us a call and see where it leads

The way it works
- We visit to discuss desires and possibilities
- We make a plan
- And then we do it
- And then you pay me for expenses and a tip of your choosing
Most of our reward is in the sharing

When the preacher is paid,
the spirit leaves the words,
and the blessing is withheld

We are located 14 miles east of Ft Collins, Colorado
So most Safari trips are in the northern Front Range area
Some of the trips in the Destinations section, I would do at the drop of a hat
Other trips are more distant, and involve more commitment and preparation

Destinations
Places we could share with you include
 Grasslands
 Pawnee Buttes
 Vedauwoo
 Hattie Reservoir
 Storm Mountain
 Crosier Mountain meadows
 Dunraven
 Thunder Basin
 Lake Powell
 Shafer Trail Road
 White Rim Road
 Safari headquarters

We also host parties and sweats at Safari headquarters in Ault

For the Love of Paddling
Inspiration at Lake Powell
Sculpted sandstone
everywhere you look
Cliffs, buttes, ramparts
Grains, dips, swirls, cross-bedding
Sky and water and cliffs
Amphitheatres, drips, ephemeral waterfalls
Fantastic swimming in such coves
Feeder stream maples, shoreline riparian
Bird song echoes, lizards, petrified wood
Flakes and scales
fallen from the cliffs
Curtains of water stain
More amphitheatres
more palisades
Towering thunderheads
Endless canyons … Endless sun … Endless water

Share the dream?
To paddle these waters, see these rocks
And be healed by the wilderness, as it always does

